The O-tree is an indexing mechanism closely related to B-trees and Pre x B-trees. In this paper we derive the expected storage overhead of O-Trees under the standard Bernoulli model of randomness, compare the results with the expected overhead of Btrees and Pre x B-trees under the same conditions, and assess the expected relative improvements.
Introduction
To provide exact-match and range-searching query capabilities, contemporary database management systems use indexes that store keys of data elements. In their typical organizations, multiple indexes are associated with data maintained in a separate data store. In such e n vironments the storage overhead of indexes is an extremely important concern.
Many alternative le access methods (e.g., 5, 6, 7, 10] ) have been proposed to support indexes. A classi cation of these methods is given in 19] . But the indexing method of choice in most commercial database management systems 14, 15, 22] is either the B-tree 2] or its variant known as Pre x B-tree 3]. The latter structure is particularly appealing if long keys are to be indexed because, unlike B-trees, they maintain only separating pre xes su cient to discriminate between the keys. However, attaining reduced storage overhead comes at the expense of maintaining variable-length index entries, slower in-core search, and increased implementation e ort.
Compact 0-complete Trees 16 ] are a class of indexing structures which treat long and uneven key strings as if they were just integers. In this paper, we call them O-trees, a name coined in 21] . In many w ays, they are similar to B-trees. But the long keys are replaced with short, xed-size surrogates. Alternatively, an O-tree can be regarded as a derivative of a Pre x B-tree in which surrogates represent t h e lengths of separating pre xes. In this case, the potential improvements come from eliminating the variable-length separators and retaining only their lengths, yielding xed-length entries and fast integer comparisons during the search.
Comparative analytical studies of le access methods are scarce. In this paper, we d e r i v e the expected storage overhead of O-trees assuming the standard Bernoulli model of randomness, and compare it with the equivalent results for B-trees and Pre x B-trees derived elsewhere in the literature under the same model of randomness. Two versions of Pre x B-trees are presented in 3]: Simple Pre x B-trees and Canonical Pre x B-trees. We have c hosen Simple Pre x B-trees as a vehicle for comparison, rather than Canonical Pre x B-trees, because the derivation of the expected space overhead of the latter structure still remains an open problem. On the other hand, the expected behavior of Simple Pre x B-trees has been analyzed in 12] .
To facilitate a comparative analysis, we m ust rst elicit the relationships between B-trees, Pre x B-trees, and O-trees. In Section 2, we describe O-trees as variants of Pre x B-trees which, in turn, are derived from B-trees. Then, in Section 3, we introduce a special kind of binary trie, w h i c h will serve as an abstract model of the O-tree structure, well suited for analytical reasoning about O-trees. In Section 4, the investigation of tries will be used to derive the expected storage overhead of O-trees. Theorem 1 of this section and its corollaries are important results relevant to many structures, other than O-trees, in which tries are implicit 20] . In Section 5, the approximate degrees of expected storage-overhead improvements over B-trees and Pre x B-trees are assessed. Implicitly, B-trees and Pre x B-trees are analytically contrasted to each other for the rst time. We conclude the paper with Section 6 where we discuss the results of several experimental studies conducted on O-trees. Since the methodology of this paper is mathematical in nature, the experimental results are only brie y described.
O-trees and Their Origin
A B-tree a is a balanced hierarchical collection of xed-size blocks with a variable numberofentries per block. Each e n try of an index block c o n tains a domain value against which a search key may be compared so as to determine the next step in the search process. That is: (1) follow a p o i n ter to a lower-level block, which m a y be either another B-tree index block or an item in the data le or (2) continue searching in the current index block. In e ect, the key value of a B-tree entry a In this paper, we use the term B-tree to refer to a variant of the original B-tree structure 2], known as B + -tree 4]. Furthermore, we will often call Simple Pre x B-trees just Pre x B-trees.
separates the data space into two regions, only one of which m ust be searched.
The key observation in Pre x B-trees is that, if two data items are stored in lexicographic order of their keys, one need not store either full key in the index blocks. Instead, one needs to store only that pre x of the following key which is su cient to di erentiate between the two k eys. Such a pre x is called a separator. For example, in Figure 1 (a) the separator of the rst index entry, pointing to the rst key in the lexicographic order, is a pre x of the second key, and the second separator is a pre x of the third key, and so on. To simplify the presentation, we assume that keys are unique strings of exactly M bits, with the highest order bit at the leftmost position (position 1). The length eld b is needed to control the bit-by-bit comparison of the search k ey with each variable-length separator. By endowing the last entry, pointing to the largest key, with a 0 in its length eld, we signify that it has no separator bitstring. Retrieval in this organization successively compares pre xes of the search k ey with variable-length index separators until either the length eld,`i, i s 0 o r t h e v alue of separator i exceeds the search-key pre x of length`i. Then, the procedure follows pointer i which indicates either another index block that needs to be searched or a data item whose entire key must be compared for a match or mismatch.
The basic idea of O-trees is that variable-length separators can be represented by length elds alone. For example, Figure 1(b) gives the corresponding O-tree representation of the Pre x B-tree of Figure 1(a) . Are the two representations isomorphic? If yes, then from just the length values L = h`1 2 : : : ǹ ;1 0i one should be able to reconstruct the sequence of separating pre xes L = hs 1 s 2 : : : s n;1 ;i:
Observe that each l e n g t h v alue`i denotes the position of the highest order bit on which a n y t wo consecutive k eys K i and K i+1 di er. Since the keys are in ascending order, and this is the highest-order bit change, the bit is always set to 1 in K i+1 . A s i m p l e p r o o f w i l l also establish that no two consecutive length values in a P r ex B-tree representaion can be equal. Now, let us assume a virtual separator s 0
b If the key length is M < 256, then we can employ 8-bit length elds 16-bit integer lengths allow k eys of M < 65 538 bits, or 8,192 bytes. For illustrative purposes, we let M = 8, an absurdly small value! Unfortunately, even though correct in this particular instance, the recurrence will not, in general, derive proper separators from only the lengths recorded in a Pre x B-tree index. It is step 3 of the recurrence that causes the problem. As an example, consider the short sequence of 5 key values and the corresponding Pre x B-tree of Figure 2 (a). With the lengths L = h3 4 1 4 0i, a straightforward application of the recurrence above g i v es the separators S = h001 0011 1 1001 ;i, the last of which is clearly incorrect. To reconstruct correct separators from lengths only, w e will introduce occasional dummy entries in the O-tree representation, whose pointers will be null. More precisely, i f i < i+1 , then for each 1-bit in s i (if any) at a position`in between`i and`i +1 (exclusively), we create a dummy e n try hl nulli. c This causes the inclusion of the dummy e n try h3 n u l l i in the O-tree representation of Figure 2 (b). Then, from the sequence of pre x lengths L = h3 4 1 3 4 0i one obtains the separators S = h001 0011 1 101 1011 ;i. By eliminating the separators corresponding to the dummy entries in the O-tree representation (i.e. the separator 101), the reconstructibility of Pre x B-trees is achieved. Thus, an O-tree representation may h a ve m o r e e n tries, but each e n try will be shorter and of xed size.
c A storage-optimal implementation of O-trees would, instead of dummies, store in a separate bit area of the index block the substring of the separator s i in between bits`i and`i +1 . The length and the position of each substring in the bit area can easily be obtained form the length elds while scanning the block. This measure trades speed and simplicity o f s e a r c hing index blocks in memory 16] for additional storage gains. We h a ve described only a conceptual way of deriving O-tree entries, emphasizing the similarity w i t h Pre x B-trees. In practice, O-trees are built dynamically, through insertions and deletions of items, starting with an empty structure. Space constraints prohibit the full discussion on the dynamic insertions and deletions, so we can only refer the reader to 16]. Similarly, we omit the discussion on index searches, commenting only that the underlying search algorithm assumes a conceptual transformation of the binary search key into a list of its 1-bit positions, and employs e cient i n teger comparisons of these with the length values stored in O-tree index blocks 16]. The search is carried out along a single path of blocks in the index tree, just as in B-trees and Pre x B-trees. Detailed explanations of these and other operations, along with their correctness proofs, can be found in 18]. On the other hand, the splitting operation is essential for subsequent analysis and we will discuss it in the next section.
An Alternative De nition of O-trees
In the previous section we described O-trees in terms of familiar B-trees and Pre x B-trees. Unfortunately, it is di cult to reason analytically on the basis of this derivation. In this section, we g i v e an equivalent de nition of O-trees, regarding them as compact representations of restricted kind of binary tries 8], called 0-complete tries 16]. As we will later see, developing O-trees as compact representations of 0-complete tries provides a sound mathematical base from which many analytical results can be derived.
A binary trie is a hierarchical collection of nodes, some of which are interior and some leaf nodes. The items to be retrieved are stored in the leaves. They may be a single item or a group of items (corresponding to a bucket), but in developing O-trees we will rst assume the former, i.e. that there is at most one item per leaf. d Some leaves may be empty and they are called dummies. The development o f t h e structure is based on the following data partitioning process. If there is only one key, it is stored in the root node. With more than one key, the data are partitioned into two groups|those beginning with 0 are stored in the left subtree, the others are stored in the right subtree, and the two subtrees are linked to an interior node. The process repeats recursively in the subtrees. But, at the kth level, the kth bit is used for branching. In a schematic representation of a binary trie, e.g. the one of Figure 3 , we can distinguish 0-nodes from 1-nodes based on the implicit labeling of their incoming edges. The path to a node is the binary string obtained by concatenating the labels of edges traversed from the root down to that node, and its length in bits is the depth of the node. The key interval of a node comprises all possible binary keys that begin with its path.
An easy way to create a 0-complete trie is to begin with a binary trie with single-item leaves and delete all of its dummy 1-leaves. Figure 4 illustrates such a 0-complete trie, which has been derived from Figure 3 by deleting the dummy 1-leaves L 01 and L 11 . As soon as a key that belongs to the key interval of a missing 1-leaf appears, the leaf must be created and linked to the tree. On the other hand, d Later we will also consider the case when leaves are buckets with key-capacity c > 1. Now, to derive an O-tree, we start with a 0-complete trie with single-item leaves. Then, traverse the trie in pre-order and for each leaf L i that is accessed (0-dummy or a non-dummy leaf) record:
(a) the depth of the successor e node of L i in the pre-order traversal, or 0 (if it is the last leaf) and (b) a p o i n ter to the item stored in L i , o r a null pointer for a 0-dummy leaf. It can be shown by a lengthy (nevertheless straightforward) formal proof that this de nition of an O-tree is equivalent to the one given in the previous section. Observe that an O-tree has as many entries as there are leaves in its conceptual 0-complete trie, and as many dummy entries as there are 0-dummy leaves in the conceptual trie.
e The successor of any leaf (except the last one which has no sucessor) is a 1-node, as can be observed in Figure 4 in which the successors of leaves are marked by solid squares.
We now consider the case when leaves of a binary trie represent buckets of keys, giving rise to a so-called bucket binary trie 5, 6, 13] . Since buckets are of xed length, they can over ll and require splitting. If the path to the bucket is 1 2 : : : k , where i 2 f 0 1g, then after the splitting, all keys whose pre xes of length k + 1 are p = 1 2 : : : k 0 are grouped in one bucket (leaf), all others are grouped in its sibling leaf, and the old leaf is replaced by a n i n terior node. If none or all keys have a pre x p, then a dummy leaf must be created and the pre x of keys in the bucket of length k + 2 must be examined accordingly, and so on. In bucket 0-complete tries only the 0-dummy l e a ves need to be represented. Another subtle di erence, which w e will refer to in the analysis, is that there need not be an exact correspondence between the leaves of a bucket binary trie and the equivalent bucket 0-complete trie generated by the same keys. With the latter, if the item to be inserted belongs to a missing 1-leaf, then instead of creating that leaf, we store the item in the rst existing leaf preceding the missing one in the pre-order traversal. Thus, as in an S-tree 5], a key may be \out of place," in that it may n o t have a pre x coinciding with the path to the leaf in which i t is stored. However, the correspondence tends to be restored when splitting the over lled buckets. The index blocks of an O-tree are also of strictly bounded size and they can over ll too. There are several ways to determine where to split a block. We describe a splitting option that preserves the grouping of keys prescribed by the splitting of buckets in tries. For that we must split an O-tree block after the entry (other than the last entry in the block) with the minimal length value`m in . The absolute minimal length must always be associated with the last entry in the index block, so`m in is really the next minimal value. This is called minimal-length splitting and corresponds to the shortest-separator splitting of Pre x B-trees 3]. However, this splitting option is far from optimal and is described here for the sole purpose of facilitating the analysis in the next section. Other splitting options 18] can be applied to provide much closer approximation of balanced splitting of blocks found in B-trees.
The e ect of splitting propagates to the upper layers of the tree, so that an upper layer subsumes the structure of the corresponding bucket 0-complete trie whose leaves are lower-level O-tree blocks 16]. Upper-level entries always point t o lower-level blocks, and so no dummies exist except at the lowest tree level. The resulting structure is a typical multi-way tree hierarchy of index blocks. For example, if blocks of only 5 entries were available, then splitting the one-level O-tree structure of Figure 2 (b) would yield the hierarchical structure of Figure 5 (a). The corresponding bucket trie is shown in Figure 5 (b). Note that because the bucket trie has no 1-dummy l e a ves, there are no misplaced entries in the O-tree structure. Even the dummy entry is in its \proper" block, B 1 , because all keys in its key interval (corresponding to the key interval of the leaf L 100 of Figure 4 ) must begin with 100.
Analysis of O-trees
In this section we derive analytic expressions for the expected number of dummy entries, the storage utilization, and the expected storage overhead in O-trees. The derivations make extensive use of the relationships between tries, 0-complete tries and O-trees, established in Section 3. We begin by analyzing dummy e n tries, since they constitute a major source of storage overhead in O-trees that does not occur in either B-trees or Pre x B-trees.
Expected N u m b er of Dummies
We rst analyze E n ], the average number of dummy l e a ves in a bucket binary trie on n keys with xed capacity o f c keys (or pointers to them) in a bucket. We assume the standard Bernoulli model of randomness in which keys have in nite precision and are independent o f e a c h other, and their bits are independently and identically distributed too. (This probability model is equivalent to sampling n keys from the Uniform-(0,1) distribution.) Dummy l e a ves satisfy an obvious conditional recurrence:
E n j 0-subtree has j keys] = E j ] + E n;j ]
valid for n > c . According to the Bernoulli model, the condition in the last conditional expectation occurs with probability 2 ;n ; n j . Thus, unconditioning (1), we obtain: The sum (4) We c a n n o w proceed with the classical identity
where is the beta function, and the contour integral is taken over a thin closed curve C surrounding the integers 2 3 : : : n , and no other integers. We replace C by C 0 , a larger closed contour with corners at M i(N + 1 2 ) a n d ;K i(N + 1 2 ), with K > 0 xed, M > n , N a positive i n teger, and both M and N very large positive n umbers (eventually we shall take their in nite limits). The altitude of the rectangle C 0 is chosen to be halfway b e t ween the integers, so that it does not pass through any singularity o f t h e i n tegrand. Applying Cauchy's classical residue theorem, we h a ve Let us denote the domain lying between C and C 0 by . Within , the integral has singularities wherever either the beta function or F (z) is singular. The beta function is singular within only at z = 0 a n d z = 1 . The function F (z) has single poles at the roots of the equation 1 ; 2 ;z+1 = 0 except at z = 1 , o wing to the presence of a zero of G(z) a t z = 1 . Thus, z = 1 i s a removable singularity o f F (z). Therefore, the integrand has simple poles only at 
The remaining sum can be written as the di erence between two sums|one extending from 2 to 1, the other from c + 1 t o 1. The former sum has the closed form value (ln 2) ;1 ; 1, and we reach And so, as K can be a very large xed positive n umber, the error term in Theorem 1 can be arbitrarily small for su ciently large n. We obtain Corollary 1 For n large enough, E n ] < 1 (ln 2)c 2 2 c;1 + 0 :000011 n + " for any " > 0, however small. 
Thus, the e ective percentage of dummies is about 18.1% of the total number of entries at this level.
Expected Storage Utilization
We now seek to establish the expected storage utilization of index blocks in an O-tree. By this we mean that fraction of the entries in an index block that are actually used. We will use a well-known result on the expected number of leaves in a bucket binary trie with a xed capacity c . The asymptotic mean value of this expectation, when the number of keys follows a Poisson distribution with mean n, has been estimated in 6] to be n=(c ln 2), where ln 2 0:693 is the storage utilization of buckets. Under a xed-population Bernoulli model, Knuth 9, p. 501] has obtained a comparable estimate that also applies to Knuth's analysis of radixexchange sorting. The result has been re ned in 13].
To apply the result to O-trees, we consider an arbitrary O-tree T 0 with a xed block capacity c (which is typically fairly large, i.e. c > 100). Let us construct a corresponding bucket binary trie T with the same bucket capacity c as follows. Let there be n actual keys, which will create an unknown number of dummy entries at the lowest O-tree level. We insert the keys simultaneously in both T 0 and T . Furthermore, whenever a dummy is created in T 0 , we insert in both T 0 and T a randomly chosen key value from the key interval (de ned in Section 3) corresponding to the dummy. This will turn all dummies of the O-tree into non-dummy e n tries and create the same number of \dummy k eys" in the trie. After inserting all such keys, there will be some r > n items in the bucket trie T (including the dummy keys) and the same numberofentries at the lowest level of the O-tree T 0 .
We need to show that, under a Uniform-(0,1) key distribution, the number of lowest-level blocks in T 0 is the same as the numberofbuckets in T . In fact, we w i l l establish that the following thesis, w h i c h implies the above, is true in probability:
With Uniform-(0,1) distribution and minimal-length splitting, for every block B 0 in T 0 there is a block B in T , such that an entry is in B 0 if and only if the corresponding key is in B.
We p r o ve the thesis by induction. Initially, there will be one block i n T 0 and one bucket in T , and the thesis will hold just before the rst split. With minimal-length splitting (see Section 3), the same split point w i l l b e c hosen in both the O-tree block and the trie bucket, and the thesis will hold for 2 blocks.
Suppose the thesis holds for J blocks. To s h o w that it holds for J + 1 , w e r s t observe that the thesis can fail only if an insertion causes an O-tree entry to be \diverted," or a block split chooses a di erent split point from the one chosen in bucket tries. As explained in Section 3, insertions preserve the thesis unless a k ey falls in a missing 1-leaf of the bucket trie T . In that case, a new bucket will be created in T , but the corresponding O-tree entry will be diverted to a nearby Otree block. However, with a Uniform-(0,1) key distribution, the probability that we nd a missing leaf in a bucket trie T with bucket capacity c > 100 and any realistic n is practically 0 (by combining Corollary 1 and Markov's inequality). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that under a Uniform-(0,1) key distribution there will be no diverted entries in the O-tree, and the thesis will continue to hold just before the next split in either structure. Due to the construction, the splits will simultaneously occur on an O-tree block B 0 and a trie bucket B whose keys correspond to the entries of B 0 . Since minimal-length splitting of O-tree blocks is consistent with the splitting of buckets in bucket tries, the same split point will be chosen in both B 0 and B, and the thesis will continue to hold for J + 1 blocks. Similar construction will show that the thesis holds for the index blocks of any upper index level (by i n terpreting entries at that level as \keys" of another bucket trie T 0 ). Applying the original result of 9] and 13], with r > c uniformly distributed keys there will be about r=(c ln 2) blocks in T , and consequently at the lowest level of the O-tree T 0 . Here, ln 2 is the average storage utilization of index blocks. However, we cannot claim that this is the e ective utilization of blocks at the lowest index level. Substituting r with the estimate (7) that accounts for the presence of dummies at this level and letting n denote the xed number of actual keys, we obtain the expected numberofblocks, E B n ], at this level: E B n ] log 2 e + 1 2 l n 2 n c 1:762 n c : (8) Therefore, the expected e ective storage utilization at the lowest index level (i.e., counting only non-dummy entries), is (2 ln 2)=(log 2 e + 1 ) 0:5675: Upper layers of an O-tree do not have dummies. So, as the number of entries grows, the storage utilization of these index blocks approaches ln 2 0:693.
Expected Storage Overhead
Knowing that index blocks at an upper-level have utilization of ln 2 and that there are as many e n tries at that level as there are blocks at the level immediately below, one can easily obtain the estimates for the expected number of blocks at each upper index level. Then, assuming a realistic block capacity o f c > 100 entries, summing these expectations, and comparing the result with (8) , one can show t h a t the upper levels of an O-tree typically comprise fewer than 1.5% of the lowest level index blocks. Combining this with (8), one nds the expected total number of blocks in an O-tree to be 1:788(n=c).
Of more importance is the actual expected size in bytes. Letting w O denote the l e n g t h i n b ytes of an O-tree index entry, w e obtain the following good estimate for the expected storage overhead, in bytes:
Comparison with B-trees and Pre x B-trees
There are many alternative implementations of O-trees, B-trees, and Pre x Btrees. For example, practical B-tree implementations maintain variable-length index entries and often apply a form of front-end key compression. Canonical Pre x B-trees 3] can be regarded as a suitable implementation of Pre x B-trees. f Alternatively, an extra byte per entry can be used to eliminate the common pre x of any two consecutive separators in an index block. Likewise, practical implementations of O-trees can apply many measures to further reduce the storage overhead. One such measure eliminates null pointers of dummy e n tries by partitioning the index blocks into three areas: one for length elds, one for non-null pointers, and one for a bit map (like the one described for S-trees 5]) indicating which l e n g t h v alues correspond to dummies. Another, storage-optimal implementation of O-trees was brie y discussed in Footnote a of Section 2.
In this section, rather than tackling speci c implementation measures, we c o mpare the expected storage overheads of the three structures assuming comparable environments. In particular, we consider here only the straightforward implementations of O-trees, B + -trees, and Simple Pre x B-trees, as described in references 16], 4], and 3], respectively. As an illustrative example, we consider a le of n items indexed by 9-byte keys (e.g. social security n umber). If n < 2 24 = 1 6 M e g a b ytes, then we can employ 3 -b yte pointers in the O-tree index entries. A representative B-tree entry will thus have length w B = 1 2 b ytes, while an O-tree entry (dummy o r not) will be w O = 4 b ytes. Assuming a standard block size of 1024 bytes, a B-tree block will have a maximum of 85 entries and an O-tree block capacity will be 256 entries.
B-trees
An attractive property of B-trees is the assurance that, except for the root, the utilization of any block c a n n e v e r b e l e s s t h a n 0 . 5 . And, it is well known 1, 24] that the expected storage utilization in B-trees asymptotically converges to ln 2. With 9-byte keys, the upper levels of a B-tree constitute approximately 2% of the size of its lowest level. Therefore, we can estimate the expected storage overhead of a B-tree index, E S B n ], to be 1:472w B n, where w B denotes the length of a xed-size B-tree entry in bytes.
Comparing the expected overhead of a B-tree with (9), we obtain that the expected overhead of an O-tree relative to the overhead of the equivalent B-tree is approximately: (10) In expression (10), the rst constant factor denotes the relative storage overhead introduced by dummy e n tries in an O-tree. The second factor denotes the relative savings incurred by compressing keys into short, xed-size surrogates. O-tree indexes will be more e cient whenever the second ratio is less than 0.823. This will always be the case if the O-tree index-entry length is 4 b ytes and the key length exceeds 2 bytes. With 12-byte B-tree entries, the size of an O-tree index is expected to be 0.405 times the size of the corresponding B-tree index. With longer keys, the storage savings increase proportionally. Substituting values for w B and w O from our running example, we obtain that a 2-level O-tree index can be expected to support approximately 7 times more items than the corresponding B-tree index, and a 3-level O-tree index about 22 times the number of items in the corresponding B-tree.
Pre x B-trees
The bene ts of O-trees over B-trees become more pronounced as key length increases. When compared with Pre x B-trees, it is the increase in the data-le size that makes advantages of O-trees visible. But, while the bene ts over B-trees are usually rather signi cant, the storage-overhead improvements over Pre x Btrees are more moderate.
We analyzed some expectations for Pre x B-trees in 12]. The analysis shows that the expected total length in bits of all separators in a Pre x B-tree is: E Q n ] n log 2 n + ln 2 + 1 2 ; log 2 e n(log 2 n ; 0:11) where = 0 :577215 : : : is Euler's constant. One can never assume that the separators are maintained in variable-length elds of as many bits as needed. In practice, they are always aligned to a full-byte boundary. With the alignment, the total size of separators (in bits) becomes tightly bounded by: n(log 2 n ; 0:11) E Q n ] < n(log 2 n ; 0:11 + 8):
Accounting for the presence of the separator-length and pointer elds in the entries, the minimal storage required by a Pre x B-tree can be given by:
n(log 2 n ; 0:11 + + ) E S min n < n(log 2 n + 7 :89 + + ) (11) where and denote the xed size (in bits) of a separator-length and a pointer eld, respectively. Note that these two elds alone constitute an O-tree entry, i . e . + = !, where ! is the bit length of an O-tree entry. Expression (11) gives a lower and an upper bound for the expected minimal storage overhead of Pre x B-trees, assuming no unused space (except for the alignment of separators). However, Pre x B-tree entries are kept in xed-size blocks which are usually under lled, just as in B-trees and O-trees.
From the experimental evidence in 3], we concluded that the average storage utilization of index blocks in a Pre x B-tree is closely approximated by l n 2 . Thus, we c a n u s e l o g 2 e 1:443 as its storage expansion factor (inverse of storage utilization). Assuming that the total size of the upper index levels is only 1.5% the size of the lowest level, as in O-trees, one obtains that the expected total overhead of a Pre x B-tree is bounded by: 1:464n(log 2 n ; 0:11 + !) E S P B n < 1:464n(log 2 n + 7 :89 + !): (12) Then, from (9) and (12) which w as used to obtain the graph of Figure 6 . The wiggly line is only a schematic representation of the true (unknown) exact ratio. Figure 6 shows that, under the assumptions of this paper, we can expect typically about 30{40% smaller O-tree indexes relative to Pre x B-trees. 
Discussion
The analysis presented in this paper shows that, for uniformly distributed keys, O-trees improve storage overhead of both B-trees and Simple Pre x B-trees. Of course, this is not su cient to infer that O-trees are better or worse than the other two structures. However, the paper shows that O-trees provide an attractive alternative to either B-trees or Pre x B-trees in environments where large numbers of long keys are likely and the storage overhead of indexes is of particular concern. Other contributions of the paper were discussed in the introduction.
The experimental evidence gathered for O-trees 18] testi es that they behave as theoretically predicted when data items are uniformly distributed over the key space. In particular, the gross storage utilization of index blocks (including the dummy entries) approaches 0.693, and the percentage of dummies at the lowest level of the index is densely clustered around 18%, as predicted. With non-uniform distributions of keys, which had a tendency to group in speci c subranges of the key space, our simulations revealed several important facts 18]. If minimal-length splitting is used, storage utilization can be rather poor for relatively small les, but generally improves as the structure grows. Another splitting option, called optimized splitting 18], proved to be much more robust even under a heavily skewed distribution, the utilization never dropped below 50%. The investigation also revealed that, with non-uniform distributions, the number of dummies may often drop below the predicted percentage, if the \key lters" that transform keys into their internal representations are carefully constructed. The total time spent on block searching in memory contributed 6{17% to the total retrieval time, depending upon the block size. An optimal performance was obtained for the block size of 1K bytes, with insertions being about twice as expensive as retrievals.
We h a ve also compared O-trees against the indexes of Digital's RMS data manager running under VMS. g The RMS indexes employ a B-tree organization with a form of front-end key compression. Furthermore, they allow index entries to span blocks, which our straightforward implementation of O-trees did not. The tests were conducted on several les of an actual medical database of a local rm, ranging in size from 10,000 to 50,000 data items with relatively short variable-length keys of up to 16 bytes. O-tree indexes were from about to 2.5 to almost 3 times smaller than the corresponding RMS indexes, with the average of 2.59.
